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Appendix IV
The Wild Horses of Wyoming
A Tale of Tallies



The Adobe Town and Salt Wells Herd Management Areas (HMAs) are the largest free-
roaming wild horse populations in Wyoming.

In 1999, BLM estimated over 11,000 wild horses spanned their ranges. Today, they number
1,000 or less – a loss of 90% of the herds in less than ten years.

In 2004, they became the focus of a new population census and counting technique, which
was conducted in partnership between BLM and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).

The combined methods used between BLM and USGS increased the actual wild horse
populations seen in the aerial surveys by as much as 86%. As a result of these “projected”
population highs, more round ups were scheduled.

In the last three years, BLM has reported wild horse numbers have ranged from 860 to over
3,000. The populations BLM reported to the public never matched USGS population reports
one time throughout the entire three-year study.

In 2003, BLM reported 1,947 wild horses were removed during three separate round ups but
USGS reports 2,350 wild horses were removed in just one August round up alone.

In 2005, BLM reported 1,900 wild horses could be found in the HMAs. In just two years,
BLM has reported removing 2,200 wild horses - more than the entire population was reported
to be when they began. The last direct count of wild horses was in April 2007, where 763
wild horses were actually seen in both HMAs.

In Adobe Town, Salt Wells and the areas “outside” their boundaries, round ups have been
conducted 8 times in 8 years.

According to USGS, BLM had no records available of separate wild horse reproduction or
mortality rates, despite almost 40 years of “management” of the largest herds in Wyoming.

Though BLM reported no wild horses have been removed from the Adobe Town HMA since
August 2005, the National Program Office has reported a decline in populations.

460 wild horses are now “missing” from what populations were reported to be prior to the
January 2007 round ups. USGS has cited one reason for these lower populations may be
attributed to wild horses dying between the December 2006 and the April 2007 surveys.

-All information taken from-
“The Wild Horses of Wyoming, Adobe Town/Salt Wells-A Tale of Tallies”, C.R. MacDonald, June 2008
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The wild horses that roam the Adobe Town and Salt Wells Herd Management Areas are the largest
herds of free-roaming wild horses in Wyoming.

Overseen by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), in 1999 BLM reported 10,744 wild horses
could be found just within Salt Wells Creek alone with only 900 being deemed “excessive” at the time.
(1) It was here BLM began the first in a long series of removals for these wild horses, now rounded
up 8 times in 8 years. (2)

Conflicting reports abound with one of the most egregious of these being for 2003; BLM reported
removing a total of 1,947 wild horses in three separate round ups (3) while a recent study released by
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) reported 2,350 wild horses were taken just in one August round
up alone. (4)

Despite the frequent removals in the last few years, reported wild horses populations continued to
stay static, never really seeming to go down, and the trail BLM has left to follow tells a unique story in
a language that’s hard to dispute - the language of numbers. There’s a lot less room for opinions
when numbers talk as their stories always strive to tell the truth, a truth told in their bottom lines as
numbers demand things “add up”.

BLM will be the first to admit, counting wild horses is not an exact science and there’s plenty of room
for interpretation, even with using numbers. But wherever numbers are introduced to tell the tale,
their mere presence begins a gravitational pull towards an honest story, because unlike humans, they
cannot tell a lie.

In Wyoming, a story is being told with numbers about the wild horses that roam there and though
many voices have been raised, both in whisper and in shout, it is the numbers that speak loudest of
all.

Here begins the journey of the wild horses from Wyoming, a journey that is as mysterious as it is plain
and though it’s still being told, a glimpse is offered through this window in time, a window framed in
numbers that are searching for the truth.
Adobe Town Captured Wild Horses 1



In the summer of 2005, the BLM released an environmental assessment to remove wild horses within
the Adobe Town/Salt Wells Creek Herd Management Areas (HMAs) as well as any caught outside
those boundaries.

At the time, BLM believed there were a total of 1,936 wild horses; 1,200 wild horses in Adobe Town
with 130 residing outside the designated boundaries while the Salt Wells wild horses were estimated as
576 with only 30 “outside”. This number should have been very accurate due to all the round ups in
the area over the last few years and in the 2005 proposal, BLM stated, “At the present time, it can be
projected with a high degree of confidence what the population will look like at gather time…”(5)

As BLM described the purpose of the proposal in the first few pages, they claimed approximately 500
adult wild horses would be removed from Adobe Town, 230 from Salt Wells (730 total) with 860
remaining.(6) However, when it was all said and done, BLM removed 1,197, 467 more than their
purpose originally stated.(7)

“Manes flying, hooves thundering, over 3,500 hundred horses gone in just two years….”

A few pages later, as BLM elaborated on the capture plans, though the Adobe Town wild horses
totaled 1,200, BLM projected 100 of these would evade capture with only 1,100 wild horses actually
being driven to the pens. The plan was to remove 500, release 600 back into the HMA, which
obviously left 700 wild horses still running free.(8)

There were also 130 wild horses living outside the Adobe Town boundaries, something they’re not
allowed to do and they would pay for that by being removed completely; that brought the total up to
630 removals for the area.(9)

Despite the detailed plan, BLM also stated their actual goal was to achieve the “low range” of the
allowable management levels (AML), which is only 610 for the Adobe Town wild horses, not 700.

“So why did they say they were only going to remove 500 and not 600?”

As for Salt Wells, the details of their capture plan stated 480 adult wild horses and their foals would
be captured, as well as the 30 wild horses “outside”, with BLM planning to return 251 mature
horses.(10) BLM believed there were 576 wild horses in the Salt Wells HMA(11); adding the horses
outside increased it to 606.

“Removing 230 wild horses from the 480 captured would indeed leave 251. Yet BLM estimated
the population was 576, not 480, and removing 230 wild horses would have left 346. In order to

achieve AML, 325 horses would have to be removed and the 30 “outside” brings it to 355.”

Though BLM opened the round up proposal by stating the purpose was to remove 730 wild horses,
looking deeper at the plans revealed they actually intended to take 1,085 and once they got them to
the pens, they took 112 more. It can only be assumed this was done to meet the goal of leaving 860
wild horses. This also means there were 2,057 wild horses versus the 1,936 BLM projected.
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On February 28th, 2006, just five months later, the Wild Horse & Burro’s National Program Office
(NPO) released a report stating 692 wild horses still remained in Adobe Town, 82 more than the low
population target BLM had planned. As for the Salt Wells HMA, 1,133 wild horses were now
reported by the NPO, not 251, and despite the recent removals, 1,825 wild horses were reported as
still roaming about the range.(12)

“Where did these horses come from?”

“Didn’t BLM just remove 112 more than they planned to achieve their goal?
They said they could project with a high degree of confidence what the population looked like-

so how did they miss almost 1,000 wild horses?”

If the NPOs report were true, then 3,022 wild horses were actually in Adobe Town and Salt Wells
before the 2005 removals began, significantly more than BLM had previously expected, and by the
time the 2006 foaling season was over, 365 more were added, now bringing the total wild horse
population to 2,190.

On November 30th, 2006, BLM released another wild horse capture plan and reported, “in the fall of
2005, 1,520 wild horses were captured and 1,197 were removed”.(13)

“How strange….In 2005, BLM expected to capture 1,740 wild horses but only captured 1,520,
over 200 less than planned. Yet the NPO is reporting almost 1,000 more wild horses were there,

so why did BLM capture less while still taking more?”

The November 2006 proposal stated, “At the time, the post-gather population was estimated at 861
horses” but then added, “aerial census and distribution flights completed in April 2006 along with the
2006 annual foal crop results in a current estimated population of 2,210 wild horses, 2.56 times the
AML…” (14)

“Wow! Almost 1,350 more wild horses in just one year?”

In November, BLM also said,
“The Proposed Action is to gather approximately 85% of the current estimated wild horse population
within the ATSW Complex, or about 1,880 wild horses in January 2007. Of the animals gathered,
approximately 1,349 excess wild horses would be removed…” and again BLM projected this would
result in 861 remaining.”(pg.7)

BLM stated the 2,210 wild horses comprised of “725 wild horses in the Adobe Town HMA with an
additional 125 wild horses occurring outside the HMA boundaries” while “the Salt Wells HMA was
estimated at 1,360 wild horses.”(pg.18)

“They are going to gather them in the winter? How cold does Wyoming get in January?”
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Of course, a flurry of public questions began about this sudden population explosion as BLMs only
explanation was a brief accounting of a new census technique being developed, “The WY BLM has
partnered with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)-Biological Resources Division (BRD) to research
and develop improved population estimating protocols based on aerial surveys which have resulted in
the significant increase in population size identified in this document.” (pg. 4)

“A new census technique? Was the old one that bad?
Is this the only way BLM knows how many wild horses are in an area, by counting them?

What about the in depth monitoring of resources they are always talking about
used to justify their removals?”

As a result of this barrage of public questions, on January 4, 2007, BLM finally published more
specific information in conjunction with their approved capture plans, though there was no time for
the public to even see this new information before BLM began removing the wild horses the very
next day.(15)

“The day the horses started running, it dropped to 16 degrees that night –
it would fall to 6 degrees before they stopped….”

It was here, after issuing the final decision, BLM reported,
“Gather operations were complete in August and September of 2005 removing a total of 1,197
horses, which included 604 wild horses from the Adobe Town HMA, 361 from the Salt Wells Creek
HMA, and 232 from outside of the two HMAs. After the gather in 2005 the wild horse population
was believed to be very close to the lower limit of the AML range from both the Adobe Town and
Salt Wells Creek HMAs. The lower limit of the AML range for the Adobe Town is 610 and Salt
Wells Creek is 251 with a combined total of 861 wild horses.”(16)

“What BLM said before was 130 wild horses were estimated outside the boundaries but they
found 232 and though they said they would remove 500 wild horses from Adobe Town, they took

604 just like the numbers said they would have too.”

“In 2005, Adobe Town was suppose to have 1,192 wild horses, removing 604 would have left 588
but the NPO reported 692 horses still remained. As for Salt Wells, BLM removed 361 after all,

not 230, so it turned out the numbers were right there too.”

Finally, BLM went on to elaborate where all these new wild horses had come from in the same breath
they headed out to sweep them off the range.
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“Survey flights were flown in March 2006 to verify the horse numbers in each HMA after the 2005
gathers. The actual number counted for the Adobe Town HMA was 480 and Salt Wells Creek HMA
was 730 and 42 were located outside of the two HMAs for a combined total of 1,252 wild horses,
which is 391 over the combined AMLs. Various factors could provide the reasons for the actual
outcome verses the numbers projected after the 2005 gather with the main ones being a known
interchange of horses between the two HMAs and the actual number of animals counted did not
represent the entire population. Utilizing Salt Wells Creek HMA’s direct counts, a projected
population of 1,360 (adjusted to include the 2006 foal crop) and an estimated 850 horses for the
Adobe Town HMA (projected end-of-year population provided by Rawlins FO Specialist) resulted in
a combined population estimate of 2,210 wild horses. Based upon this combined population, a
projected 1,349 wild horses would need to be removed to achieve the combined lower limit of the
AML range of 861 wild horses.” (17)

“So the follow up survey flights were conducted in March 2006, after the National Program
Office’s (NPO) cut off for their annual population report in February. Yet BLM doesn’t actually

release those estimates until July, so it’s possible the NPO was able to incorporate this new
information into the 2006 Herd Statistics before they were published.”

“But wait a minute, if the NPO incorporated the March survey flight results, why didn’t they
report 480 wild horses for Adobe Town instead of 692? Where did 692 wild horses come from?”

“ 480 wild horses were counted in Adobe Town plus 96 new foals should have brought their herds
up to 576 by July. Yet the November 2006 EA said the Adobe Town population was 725, 149 more

wild horses than this and that means a 51% reproductive rate was used
on the originally counted 480 wild horses, not the normal 20%.”

“And what about the wild horses ‘outside’ Adobe Town?”
“Here BLM states only 42 were directly counted but the November EA said it was 125.”

“Plus BLM said there were 391 more wild horses than the allowable management level,
but that’s not true! BLM used the lowest population range, not the high of 1,165,

so the horses were actually only over by 87.”

“For Salt Wells, the NPO reported 1,133 wild horses but the survey only counted 730 –
that’s a difference of 403 wild horses! How did that happen?”

“Based on the survey counts, 146 spring foals would have brought the Salt Wells herds up to 876
but BLM estimated the population at 1,360, another 484 more wild horses than there should be-

now they are using an 86% reproduction rate!”

“Hey what’s going on here?”
“The numbers for this “population explosion” didn’t come from the new census technique,
they came from BLM adding crazy reproduction rates to the census results, which added

708 wild horses in just one foaling season – not including the ones ‘outside’!”
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Still more questions were raised as BLM responded to public concerns over just what was going on in
Wyoming with even more variations to their population figures. There was a specific public comment
BLM addressed that went like this: (18)

Q. A new population technique has caused the Rock Springs Field Office to inflate the remaining
Salt Wells HMA population of the Fall 2005 gather from 169 horses to 1,133 which in turn
inflated reproduction rates and produced an estimated population increase of over 800%.

A. This comment was widely distributed through the comments received. Upon review of
multiple similar comments it is unclear where the 169 population number originated from or
how it was construed to come up with the 800% increase in estimated population.

At the completion of the 2005 gather, it was believed that both the Adobe Town and Salt Wells
Creek HMA were near the lower limits of their identified AML ranges. A post-gather population
survey was conducted in March 2006 to verify if the completed population management action had
achieved the AML range for each area. This flight resulted in the direct count of 733 horses and a
projected population of 1,133 horses for the Salt Wells Creek HMA.”

“Now wait a minute. Are they saying that the new census technique methods added the 400 wild
horses to the direct count for Salt Wells? That’s almost a 55% increase this method is using

and then BLM added another 31% for the new foals on top of that to get it to 1,360!”

And then a lead finally broke in the story, numbers from the guys that had actually done the surveys
that started all this. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) published their findings for this new census
technique in late 2007 and a whole new set of numbers began talking.

“As I watched army helicopters drop bales of hay in Colorado to save the livestock,
I only saw wild horses running through the Wyoming snow.”

While BLM stated that in March 2006, the survey counted a total of 1,252, that’s not what USGS said.
According to USGS, 1,189 wild horses were directly seen in April for the whole area, not 1,252, but it
also turned out maybe the new census techniques were contributing to this after all.

Despite only seeing 1,189 wild horses directly for both HMAs, USGS estimated this was only 77.2%
of the actual population, so they applied a computer model program that jumped it up to 1,541, an
increase of 352 more wild horses or 29.6% more than directly seen.(19)

Of course this still didn’t help anything fit with what BLM was reporting, not the 1,252 BLM said
were directly counted or the 1,825 the NPO reported and even adding a 20% foaling increase to
USGS’s computer model populations only brought the total up to 1,849, not 2,210 like BLM was now
claiming. In order for that population number to be achieved, BLM would have had to apply a 56%
foal rate to the almost 30% USGS already used.
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“So that’s where all these increases are coming from ~ both agencies and their add-ons.”

In December 2006, additional survey flights were again initiated to count the wild horses before the
round ups and even though BLM reported bad weather and aircraft availability required the survey to
be stopped early, they claimed a direct count of 1,766 wild horses, still 339 more than can be
explained if a 20% foaling increase is added to the March 2006 census direct counts.

“April 2006 wild horses counted: 1,189 + 238 new foals = 1,427”

Undaunted, BLM reported the new direct counts of the Adobe Town wild horse herds were no
longer 480 like they found in the spring, nor were they 576 like there should have been or even the
850 BLM had projected themselves in November (though it is still not clear if this included the wild
horses cited as “outside” the boundaries as one BLM estimate also cited 850 exclusively in the HMA).
Instead, BLM reported 1,433 wild horses were directly counted just in the Adobe Town HMA ~
apparently the population almost tripled since the spring.

However in the Salt Wells HMA, while over 40% of the area couldn’t be surveyed due to inclement
weather, they still managed to directly count 333 wild horses.(20)

Once BLM had the survey results, again it was run through the “process” and now it was projected
wild horse populations ranged from 1,984-2,439 with a median average of 2,200(21) and BLM was
sticking to their guns that 557-1,012 mores wild horses were on the range than should have been.

Despite BLM reporting a direct count of 1,433 in Adobe Town, the final decision approved of
removing only 299 wild horses there and though only 333 wild horses were counted in Salt Wells,
1,040 wild horses were approved for removal from these herds.(22)

However, what USGS reported for the December 2006 survey was a little different than what BLM
did, starting with the survey was interrupted exclusively due to bad weather.

“Great, the weather was so bad they couldn’t even fly planes to count the horses but somehow
they are going to fly a helicopter around and drive them over the ice and snow to the pens.”

USGS continued by stating,
“Following the interruption, a second phase of the survey covered most of the remaining area and
resulted in 333 additional horse observations. However, this second phase was not included in the
research study because timing caused by weather delays prevented USGS involvement in this portion
of the survey. As a result, the simultaneous double-count methodology was not used and covariates
were not recorded.”

“To handle Survey 4’s two phases and their different methods, we used only the results of the first
phase in our modeling and analysis….”(23)

“So what USGS is really saying is, they weren’t involved in the second count, BLM did it on their
own and because USGS wasn’t there, BLMs count was omitted from their study.”
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For the December 2006 count, USGS reported directly seeing 1,385 wild horses and estimated this
accounted for 82% of the population, an even higher percentage than the April 2006 survey.

Yet when USGS ran the computer model this time, the estimated population jumped to 2,088, a
difference of 703 wild horses, which is a 50% application versus the 29.6% used last time, even
though they believed they saw more of the actual wild horse population than they did in April.(24)

“Though USGS said they didn’t include the second phase of the survey,
the temptation is too great to see if that 2,088 just might have had a little help.

Adding the 333 BLM counted in Salt Wells, the population would have been 1,718.
Still shy, but at least now the USGS “add-on” equals 26.7% and is more in the ball park.”

“So how does this all fit in?
USGS reported only 1,385 were counted but BLM claimed 1,433. And even with USGS using a

50% jump in their computer models to reach 2,088, BLM still reported that USGS projected
the population range was 1,984-2,439 with a median average of 2,200.”

When BLM halted the round ups due to extreme weather, they reported 846 wild horses had been
removed from the Salt Wells HMA only, none outside and none from Adobe Town, completely
contrary to what either USGS or BLMs December survey results had revealed in terms of which area
had the greatest population.(25)

“Every number kept getting padded, a little here, a little there and sometimes a whole lot! ”

After the January round up, since the population was projected at 2,210, removing 846 wild horses
should have reduced the total population of the two areas to 1,364; Adobe Town should have stayed
unchanged at 850 and Salt Wells should have had 514 left.

During the spring of 2007, 273 foals should have joined the remaining wild horses on the range, now
expected to number 1,637. Adobe Town should have seen 170 foals bringing their herds to 1,020 and
Salt Wells should have welcomed 103 new arrivals to total 617.

“But here it is again!”
“Despite BLM reporting no wild horses were taken in Adobe Town and this is confirmed

in BLMs own final numbers for the 2007 National Gather Schedule(26),

the NPO is reporting a decline in the Adobe Town population,
now it’s not 850, or even 725, but only 577. (27)

“So if no wild horses were taken out of Adobe Town, why is the NPO reporting populations have
gone down? And Salt Wells is the same way! They are being reported at 327, not 514 like there

should have been ~ The NPO’s saying only 904 wild horses are left!”
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On July 18, 2007, BLM released yet another notice of intent to remove wild horses from the Adobe
Town and Salt Wells HMAs, authorized merely as a continuation of the approved removal policy
from the January 2007 decision.(28)

Here BLM revealed USGS conducted new surveys again in March and April 2007 and now 904 wild
horses were reported in the two HMAs with 60-70 residing outside the boundaries.(29)

“What about all these wild horses that keep being reported as “outside”?
Again and again, their numbers kept going up – do the round ups keep pushing them

out of their home ranges, making them easy targets for removals?”

It would also appear that the National Program Office was very clear what the results of the 2007
spring surveys found, as both population numbers now matched perfectly, even though based on the
December estimates and removals, 460 wild horses were now “missing” just two months later.

Adding the spring foals to this newest population estimate, as well as those cited as ‘outside’, the wild
horses should have numbered 1,169 by July 2007.

“So what did USGS have to say about all this?”

USGS published as an explanation for the discrepancies with the following account:
“The removal of 846 horses in January 2007 is significantly smaller (P< 0.016) than the difference in
our December 2006 and April 2007 estimates. The estimated change is 1,180 [909 – 1,451]. The actual
change does not fall within the 95 percent confidence interval.”(30)

“Two years in a row, they did these surveys during the spring, flying over during the peak of
foaling season, mares running in panic, heavy with foal, because running to be counted was okay,

just as long as they weren’t running to be removed?”

According to the results of the April 2007 survey, USGS only saw 763 wild horses in the whole area
and they believed this accounted for 84.2% of the population. By the time they added their
“correction factors”, now just 18.7%, 906 wild horses were believed to still remain in Adobe Town
and Salt Wells before the spring foals arrived.(31)

USGS continued by stating:
“The problem with the December 2006 estimate also impacts the comparison of the population
before and after the known removal in January 2007. The estimated population reduction is larger
than the actual known removal. However, the above explanation for the apparent overestimate in
December 2006 also explains the overestimate of this reduction. In addition, it is possible that some
mortality, especially of young, occurred during the 4-month period between the surveys, adding to the
known population reduction caused by the removal operation. Any such natural mortality would
bring the actual and estimated reduction values closer to agreement.”(32)
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“Say what? Are they kidding?”
“ Wild horse mortality is being attributed as a possible reason their new methods didn’t add up,

the reason they might have found so many less wild horses in the 2007 April survey?
How many wild horses do they think died?”

It turns out anything is possible. Despite almost 40 years of stewardship by BLM of our wild horse
herds, herds that are now costing $40 million a year to round up and warehouse because they were
deemed “excessive” by BLMs watchful eye, when USGS went to conduct this study, they reported no
records were available for separate reproduction or mortality rates for the largest wild horse herds in
Wyoming.(33)

In BLMs July 18th, 2007 letter of intent to remove more wild horses, now the proposed action was
just to remove wild horses outside the Adobe Town and Salt Wells boundaries but not in the HMAs
themselves, which BLM estimated at approximately 60-70 adult horses plus their foals.(34)

In BLMs 2007 Final Gather Schedule, 171 wild horses were reported as removed “outside” some
Wyoming area, and though likely these were the a result of the approved ‘outside’ removals for Adobe
Town and Salt Wells, records fail to indicate if they were or were not.(35)

“So now there’s two possible wild horse populations left…..”
“If the USGS direct count of 763 is used, the spring foals would increase the wild horses

by 153 for a total of 916 by the summer of 2007. Then if BLM removed 171, this would leave 745,
but the 2008 spring foals of 149 would bring it back up again to 894”.

“If the USGS computer model population of 906 is used instead,
the 2007 foals would have added 181 for a total of 1,087. But they took 171, leaving only 916.

The 2008 spring foals add another 183 to this so that total is 1,099.”

The National Program Office has just released their February 28th, 2008 population estimates, now
reported as 498 for Adobe Town and 379 for Salt Wells Creek totaling 877 horses. With the spring
foal arrivals, this new population should now total 1,052.(36)

“So apparently BLM went with something closer to the computer model populations and it would
appear they did remove wild horses inside the Adobe Town and Salt Wells HMAs too,

not just the “outside” like they had said they would. And why not?
It’s a system that has almost zero accountability either before or after.”

In the summer of 2005, BLM began with a population estimate of 1,936 wild horses and in just two
foaling seasons, BLM reported removing 2,214 wild horses, more wild horses than the entire
population was once believed to be.

Over the course of the last three years, there have been huge variations in reported wild horse
populations ranging from 860 to over 3,000 and everything in between.

“So how many wild horses were actually really there ~ how many still are?”
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In less than 10 years, these two wild horse herds have been reduced from over 11,000 to 1,000 and
maybe even less ~ a loss of more than 90% of the herds.

The trail goes cold from here, waiting until BLM or USGS breaths new life, new reports and new
numbers into whatever is going on in Wyoming.

The only real constant seems to be, through models, projections, percentages and probabilities, with
round ups held far away from prying public eyes, in hostile weather, remote regions and combined
with the unchallengeable authority doled out in decisions issued under full force and effect, the largest
wild horse herds in Wyoming are now nothing but a shadow of what they once use to be.
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